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Good evening to all stations listening and welcome to the “Amateur Radio Emergency Services”  
“AREA” directed Net”.  My name is _____, V(a/e)7xxx using the Langley Amateur Radio 
Associations “VE7RLY” repeater.  To communicate with us you will need to set a 600 Kilo-Hertz 
positive offset and a tone of 110.9.     (drop) 
 
Please note:  
This is a directed net intended to connect emergency communicators in the Lower-Mainland.  
Should your scheduled NET controller not start on time please take the initiative to begin the net 
with or without a script.  For reference the current script is located on the LARA web site. 
 
We ask that you save “general” announcements of Club Nets or functions for the LARA net starting 
in about ½ an hour.  (drop) 
 
We gain experience with participation.  It will make us far better prepared in an actual emergency.     
 
Do we have any FORMAL traffic (locally or beyond) to list? (drop) 
(Handle the traffic in priority sequence E/P/R/W) 
 
REGARDING VOICE TRAFFIC:  If you wish a short refresher document regarding NTS voice 
messaging drop me a note VE7HUR@WINLINK.ORG  (drop) 
 
Let me point out that you do not have to be registered with ARES to participate.  We invite any 
licensed amateur operator with an interest in emergency communications to check in.  
 
CHECK IN”S: 
Looking for check ins’s starting with Langley City and Township followed by surrounding areas and 
Echolink.  There will be a call for late or missed later in the program. Please call in using Standard 
phonetics and advise if you have any announcements or “traffic to list”.    
 
Looking for Check-In’s from:   
Langley City or Township;   Langley Surrounding areas;  Echolink; New Hams or Visitors?  Late or missed. 

 
Last call for late or missed, visitors, new hams or any station from anywhere not yet recognized by 
the Net, come now please, V__7___ ARES net controller. 
 
Last call for NTS Voice traffic. 
 
Any questions arising from tonight NET? 
 
Having no further business, I will close the net at 19___  local time and thank those listening for 
their interest and participation.  We try to complete our business before 1930 Local time as there is 
another NET scheduled in that timeslot.  However, In the event this ARES net runs into the next ½ 
hour we wish to apologize to the parties waiting and thank them for their understanding.  
 
We look forward to hearing from you again next week.   
 
This is V(a/e)7xxx looking forward to hearing from you next week.  I will clear the frequency and 
await the LARA net, starting shortly.    
 
Good night and 73. (drop  /  eof  ve7hur) 
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